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Abstract 
Location problems with Q (in general conflicting) criteria are considered. After reviewing 
previous results of the authors dealing with lexicographic and Pareto location the main focus of 
the paper is on max-ordering locations. In these location problems the worst of the single objec- 
tives is minimized. After discussing some general results (including reductions to single-criterion 
problems and the relation to lexicographic and Pareto locations) three solution techniques are 
introduced and exemplified using one-location problem class, each: The direct approach, the 
decision space approach and the objective space approach. In the resulting solution algorithms 
emphasis is on the representation of the underlying geometric idea without fully exploring the 
computational complexity issue. A further specialization of max-ordering locations is obtained by 
introducing lexicographic max-ordering locations, which can be found efficiently. The paper is 
concluded by some ideas about future research topics related to max-ordering location problems. 
0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
1. Multicriteria location problems 
In this paper we study location problems which are subject to Q - possibly conflicting 
- objective functions f’ , . . . , fQ. More precisely, any feasible location x (denoted x E 9 
in the following) is assigned a vector f(x)=(f’(x), . . . , fQ(x)) in RQ. We will assume 
throughout that the single objectives are of the median type 
p(x) := 2 W;dm(EXm,X), 
m=l 
or of the center type 
p(x) := ni$v;d,(Ex~,x), 
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where w$ (m = 1,. . . ,M; q = 1,. . . , Q) are, by default, non-negative weights, Ex,,, are 
existing facilities and d,(Ex,,x) is a given distance function, m = 1,. . . ,M. 
Location problems of this type have only been studied recently in their full generality 
(e.g. [ 11,141) while only special cases with specific choices of fq, q = 1,. . . , Q were 
considered previously (see [24] for a survey). 
In order to find a “best” location x* E 9, i.e. 
we need to be able to compare vectors in R Q. In this section we will briefly review 
some results for the lexicographic and component-wise ordering which will be help- 
ful in dealing with max-ordering location problems discussed in detail in Section 2. 
Section 3 will then describe three-solution strategies for solving max-ordering location 
problems, each exemplified in a specific problem class. The paper is concluded by 
summarizing the results and a discussion of related ongoing research. 
If we compare vectors by the lexicographic ordering i.e. 
f(x) < lex f(v) @ Y(x) < fp(v) for P = min{q : fqG> # fq(u)~~ 
the lexicographic location problem lexmin,,s f (x) can be solved 
the set Fq of all optimal locations of the single-objective location 
to objective Sq and feasibility set 
pq-‘:=F ifq=l, 
F-Q-’ := argmin {fq-‘(x) : x E Pq-‘} if 1 < q < Q. 
by iteratively finding 
problem with respect 
For planar location problems (i.e. p G R ‘, Ex,ER~, m=l,...,M)suchproblemscan 
be solved by using the theory of restricted location problems. 
l If there exists an optimal location x4 E argmin{fq(x) : x E R2} such that x4 E Y-4-l, 
then Rq := argmin{fq(x) : x E R2} f~ 9q-‘. 
l Otherwise find a level z and a level set 
L:(z) := {x E lR2 : p(X) <z} 
such that L$(z) n 9q-l # 0 and z is minimal with this property. 
Obviously, the second part of this procedure is just a reformulation of the 
location problem, but it is very useful to implement a geometric approach 
restricted 
replacing 
the search methods already sketched in Francis and White [8] by polynomial time 
algorithms [ 13,221. 
As an example we consider in Fig. 1 l/P/b/ii/2 - c,e,. Following the classification 
of [9,10,12,14], this is the problem of finding one new facility in the plane, with no 
special constraints, with respect to the rectilinear distance d,(En,,x)=Z1(Ex,,x)=la,, - 
XI I+la,, -x2/, m=l , . . . ,A4 and 2 median-type objective functions. For network location 
problems (i.e. F= set of points in a graph, Ex,= nodes of the graph, m = 1,. . . ,M, 
d= shortest path distance) the problem reduces to finding among the M vector-valued 
objectives of the nodes the lexicographically minimal. Obviously, this is trivial if the 
sequence 1,. . . , Q of the objective functions is fixed. This can, however, also be done 
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Fig. 1. F’ = Opt, and Opt2 are the sets of optimal locations with respect to objective functions ,f“ and ,f ‘, 
respectively. The lex location Optl,> is defined as the best location for f2 in 3’. 
in polynomial time if lexicographically minimal vectors are sought for all permutations 
n(l),..., r@) [151. 
The latter observation becomes important as starting point to find all Pareto locu- 
tions, i.e. minimizers of f(x) = (f’(x), . . . , ,fQ(x)) with respect to the component-wise 
ordering. A Pareto location does not allow for another location y E ,F such that 
f(y) <Camp f(x), i.e. 
.f4(Y>Gf4(X), RI= 1,...,4? 
and 
fp(y) < fp(x) for at least one pE {l,...,Q}. 
(an x-dominating location). 
Pareto locations can be characterized using level sets, which were already introduced 
above, and level curves defined by 
Ly_(z) := {x E [w* : p(X) = z}. 
Theorem 1.1. Let x E F be a feasible location and let zq := fq(x), Vq= 1,. , Q. Then, 
x is a Pareto location jf and only if 
q=l q=l 
The proof follows immediately 
level curves. In the context of 
by the definitions of Pareto locations, level sets and 
location problems it was first stated in [9,10,14]. Its 
usage in general multicriteria problems and its relation to other characterizations of 
Pareto solutions is described in [5]. 
(1.1) 
If Optlex is the set of all lexicographic locations where we allow any change in the 
sorting of the objective functions i.e. .f --) f” = (f”(l), . . , p(Q)), and if Optpar is the 
set of all Pareto locations we get 
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Fig. 2. Six existing facilities Ex,,, with corresponding unit balls Pm. 
Proposition 1.2. 
Opt,, c OPtPw 
Note that one can easily find examples, where this inequality is strict. 
For a large class of location problems, the set Optpar is obtained by “connecting” 
the locations in Optlex with each other. As an example for this approach we consider 
the location problem of finding 
l one new facility, 
l in the plane 
l with no special constraints 
a with respect to the polyhedral gauge distance defined by convex polyhedra P, unit 
balls of the gauge, containing Ex, in its interior, respectively, and 
d,(Ex,,x) = y&Ex,,x) :=min{J. > 0:x - Ex, E pm}, m = 1,. . . ,M 
and 
l Pareto location objective composed of two median single-objective functions f’ and 
(In short, using the above mentioned classification scheme, 1/P/ l lyp,1/2 - c,,..) 
[22] showed that the lexicographic locations can be computed in polynomial time. The 
Pareto locations are obtained by connecting these lexicographic locations by edges and 
cells of a grid graph which is defined by the half lines passing through Ex,,, and each 
of the extreme points of P,, m = 1,. . . ,A4 (see Figs. 2-4). 
The algorithm to find the correct edges and cells is based on Theorem 1.1 and the 
fact that the level curves are closed polygons which are linear in each cell of the grid 
graph. 
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Fig. 3. The grid graph generated by drawing the lines from Ex,, beyond the extreme points of 
P,, m= l)...) M. 
Fig. 4. Lexicographic locations with connecting edges and cells constituting the set of Pareto locations 
2. Max-ordering location problems 
In this paper the main focus will be on max-ordering (MO) location problems which 
are optimal locations with respect to the max-ordering defined by 
The problem minMoS(x) which minimizes the worst of the objective values is used 
in conservative planning and robust optimization [19]. In location theory it has not 
been investigated in any depth so far. In general optimization it is also known as 
min-max optimization (e.g. [3] and references therein) or as max-linear optimization 
problem [2,16]. We will use the notion of max-ordering location problem introduced in 
[ 10,141 since the former two notions are ambiguous in the context of location problems. 
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Obviously we can reformulate A40 location problems as follows: 
$gMO f (xl 
w 2: max{f ‘(x>, . . ., f Q(x)} 
H min 2 
s.t. fQ(x)<z, Vq=l,..., Q XEg 
ti min z 
s.t 9 n fi L%(Z) # 0. 
q=l 
Similar to Theorem 1.1 we can therefore characterize MO locations by their level sets. 
(2.1) 
Theorem 2.1. zM0 is the optimal objective value of a MO problem if and only ifz~o 
is the smallest value such that 
(2.2) 
q=l 
In this case, the left-hand side of (2.2) is OptMo, the set of all MO locations. 
Reformulation (2.1) of the MO location problem indicates a close relation between 
MO location problems and single-objective center problems, which is described by 
Theorem 2.2 below. 
Theorem 2.2. (a) A single-objective c nter problem is a special case of a A40 location 
problem with Q = M objective functions. 
(b) If in a given MO problem all objectives are of the center type, then the MO 
location problem is equivalent o a single-objective center problem. 
(c) OptMOn optPar # 8. 
Proof. 
(a) Consider in (2.1) the special case 
Q:=M 
f q(x) = w,d&x,,x) 
which is equivalent to the classical single-criterion center problem 
(b) If all 
i$im$ max{wld,(Exl,x),...,wMd,(Ex,,m)}. 
single objectives are of the center type, i.e. 
fq(x) = &fw:d,(Ex,,x), Vq = I,.. .,Q, 
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then 
r+ f4(X) = mex m%x w$d,(Ex,,x) 
q=l m=I 
d,(Ex,,x) 
= r$y t?imd,(Ex,,x). 
(c) Suppose x E OptMo and x $ Optp,,. Then there exists some y E Optpar which dom- 
inates x, i.e. 
fY(Y) d f4(X>, vq= I?...,!2 
and fp(y) < fP(x) for some p~{l,...,Q}. 
But then 
maxU’(v), . . ,fQ(y)I ~max{f’(x),...,.fQ(x)} 
such that y E OptPur n OptMo. Cl 
Independent of any special structure the MO location problem may often be very 
simple to solve. This is, for instance, the case if one of the objective functions is 
decisively worse than the others. 
Theorem 2.3. Let Opt4 be the set of optimal locations for the single-objective lo- 
cation problem minxE.qfq(x) and let zq be the corresponding optimal objective value, 
q = l,...,Q. If there exists some x4 E Opt4 such that for all p = l,...,Q 
.fP(x4 ) d zq 
then x4 is an MO location with objective value f (x4) = zq = zMo. 
(2.3) 
Proof. Obviously 
f q(xq) = zq <zMo < m$x fp(xq). 
p=I 
(2.4) 
The assumption of Theorem 2.3 implies that both inequalities above can be reversed 
such that we obtain f 4(x4) = zq = zMo. 0 
If inequality (2.3) does not hold for all p= 1,. . . , Q we can nevertheless use inequality 
(2.4) to obtain 
min mix fp(xq), 
q=l X‘JE@l4 p=l 
(2.5) 
providing lower and upper bounds for the optimal MO objective value zoo. 
Both bounds may be further improved by considering convex combinations 
f(b) = 2 A,f4(x) 
q=I 
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of the objective functions f’, . . , ,fQ, where 
AEn:= /I: 51q= 1,/2,2 =o . 1 q=l 1 
Since 
f(Ax) = 2 2, fq(x) G 5 A, maxfq(x) 
q=l ( ) q=l 
holds for any location x we obtain for any MO location XMo 
minf(Ax) d S(h40> 
XEF 
Q 4 d yyf (Two) =zlwo. 
Hence 
which improves the lower bound of (2.5). 
The set of Pareto locations, Optpar is often large and a decision has to be made, 
which of the Pareto locations to choose. On the other hand MO locations, which are 
preferable from the point of view of conservative planning, are not always Pareto loca- 
tions. One possibility to solve this dilemma is making use of part (c) of Theorem 2.2, 
which states that there are always solutions which are both MO and Pareto locations. 
For Q > 2 the idea of max-ordering can be iterated, i.e. among all MO solutions 
one is chosen, which minimizes the second largest objective value and so on. Let x 
be a location and f(x) the corresponding objective value vector. Let sort(f(x)) be a 
permutation of the components of f(x) in nondecreasing order, i.e. 
sort(f(x))’ 3 . . . b sort(f(x))Q. 
Location x is said to be lexicographic max-ordering (lex-MO) optimal, or a lex-MO 
location, if 
soW-(x)) G lex soW(v)), v’y E F”1. 
The set of lex-MO locations is denoted by Opt,ex_MO. Clearly, sort(f(x))’ =ZMO for 
a lex-MO location. Furthermore, suppose a lex-MO location x is dominated, then the 
sorted objective value vector would certainly be not lexicographically minimal. Thus 
we have (see also [4]): 
Proposition 2.4. 
(2.7) 
The sorted objective value vector is the same for all lex-MO locations. Furthermore, 
lex-MO solutions can be axiomatically characterized by three properties which are 
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appealing from a decision making point of view, see e.g. [4]. Lex-MO locations have 
already been investigated in the discrete case in [23]. We consider lex-MO location 
problems in the plane and on networks. 
3. Solution strategies for MO location problems 
In this section three strategies for solving MO location problems are presented and 
exemplified with a specific location problem, respectively. 
3.1. Direct upproach: l/P/ l /is/Q - CM0 
In some cases it is possible to solve A40 problems directly by just using the definition 
or reformulation (2.1). As an example we discuss l/P/o/1:/Q-c,,, i.e. the problem 
of finding all max-ordering locations in the plane, where each of the Q objective 
functions is of the median type with squared Euclidean distances between existing and 
new facilities. Since each of the objective functions is of the form 
we obtain by differentiation or by finding the smallest z such that L4<(z) =&(z) # 0 
that 
x4 = (x;“,xZ) 
with 
xq = C wb,, k cw, 2 k=l,2 (3.1) 
is the unique optimal location of minXERz fq(x) (see [7,10,20]). The same literature 
also features proofs that the level curves L:(z) are circles C(xq, rq(z)) centered at x4 
with radius 
rq(z) = J 1 c;4, wzz - const(q). 
Consequently, the results of Section 1 imply that 
(3.2) 
Opt,, = {x’,...,xQ}, 
since in the first iteration of the solution algorithm F’(l) = {x”(l)} will always contain 
exactly one element, such that the following iterations become redundant. Moreover 
Optpar = conv{x’, . . . ,xQ} 
is the convex hull of the single-criterion optima, since criterion ( 1.1) can be satisfied 
for circles ,Y(zq) and disks L: (24) exactly in points x E co~v{x’ , . . ,xQ}. In order to 
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solve the MO problem 1/P/ l /Ii/Q - CMo we use (3.2) to rewrite 
f4(X) = z = %vq . (#J(z))~ + const(q) with wq = 2 w$ 
m=l 
= wq . &x”, x) + const(q). 
Hence the reformulation (2.1) of the MO problem implies 
Theorem 3.1. The MO location problem I/P/e/1$/Q-&,, is equivalent to the single 
objective center problem 
mis rfl~$wql:(x”.x) + const(q)) (3.3) 
with respect o “existing” facilities x4 and weighted squared Euclidean plus constant 
distance functions. 
In order to compute Opt,, we can adapt the Elzinga/Hearn algorithm [6] or use 
the following algorithm which relies on Theorem 2.1 
Algorithm 3.1. (Solving 1/P/ l /Ii/Q - C,o) 
Input: Ex, = (a,, , a,,) E R2, m = 1,. . . ,M 
w$,, m=l,..., M; q=l,..., Q 
Output: optMo 
1. Compute x4 = (x:,x,“) with (3.1) 
2. If criterion (2.2) holds, output Opt,, = {xq} 
3. For all triples {ql,q2, q3) C{ 1,. . . , Q} compute the unique intersection point 
xq,,qz,q, =-C+m~~w-G# 
with minimal z until fq(Xq,,q,,q,) <z Vq = 1,. . . , Q. Output in the latter case 
OPtMo = fyG(z) = k31r42A~. 
q=l 
Note that the validity of Algorithm 3.1 follows directly from Helly’s Theorem [ 171. 
3.2. Decision space approach: 1/P/ l /y,,,/2 - xcla_jMO 
In the decision space approach we apply the following strategy: We use the level 
curve/level set characterization of Pareto locations (Theorem 1.1) to determine Opt,,, 
and use the fact that it is sufficient to search in Optpa, for some MO location 
(Theorem 2.2(c)) to find some x E OptMo efficiently. 
The approach is exemplified in the problem l/Pl*/y,,J2 - CM0 considered already 
at the end of Section 1 in its Pareto version. As we have seen there, Optpa, is a chain 
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Fig. 5. An cxamplc for s,,,~~ on the Pareto chain 
connecting the two sets of lexicographically optimal locations by edges and cells of 
the grid graph (see Fig. 5). 
For this purpose consider the two sets Opt,,2 and 0pt2,, of lexicographic locations 
with respect to permutations rr( I ) = 2 and rc( 1) = I, respectively. The following three 
cases may occur: 
C’LW I: .f”(_r,.l)~,f’?(X,.2) KY,.? t Opt,.?. 
Then 
max f’Y(A~)a,f’(x)> f“(a,,l) = max f’q(.~l,l) V-YE W’ 
y 1.2’ q-I.2 
and 
0/7fp,,,. n Opt,,,,(f“ 1 .f“ 1 = oph2. 
~‘IlSC 2: f’Z(.r~., ) 3 .f’(,Q, ) V&J E Opt,,, 
By symmetry we obtain as in Case 1 
OPtp,r n OPt$fO(.f.‘. .f‘? ) = w2.1. 
Cuse 3: V.Y -_YI.~ E Opt,.? and .V = ,I’I.Z t Opt?., 
f’(x) < ,f2(x) and of’ < of”. (3.4) 
Consider any path through Optp,,, connecting two endpoints ~1.2 t Opt,,, and 
~-2.1 E Optz,, and consisting of edges of the grid graph (see Fig. 5). 
If p(t) is a parametrization of the path with p(O)=x1.2 and p( 1 )=xl.l,,f”( p(t)) 
increases while ,f“(p(t)) decreases. Therefore (3.4) implies the existence of a 
node .x+10 of the grid graph such that ,f’(.~,u~~) = ,f2(xn,o) or of two adjacent 
nodes x and y such that (3.4) holds. In the latter case x,\,fo is the unique point 
in the line segment [x, ~11 with ,f“(x,~,~)=,f’(x?~~). Notice that x,\fo is easy to 
compute since f’(p(t)) and f’( p(t)) are linear on [-u,y] (see Fig. 5). In both 
cases X,LIO E OptjbIO, and the whole set Opt ,,. is obtained by Theorem 2. I. 
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Since the objective functions CE=, wmd,,(x,xm) and rnaxf:, w,,,d,,(x,xn2) are strictly 
quasiconvex and continuous if w,,, 3 0 for all m = 1 . . . M, we can apply a theorem from 
[I] and get the following result. 
Theorem 3.2. !f’w$30 Vm = 1,. .,M; q = 1,. ..,Q then 
{I,..., Q} such that .fY’(x) = zMo ,for all x E Opt,,o. 
Theorem 3.2 immediately implies a generic algorithm 
problems in the plane. 
Algorithm 3.2. (Solving 1/P/ l / l /Q - C,,_hfo) 
Input: Ex,, = (a,, , u,,~ ) E R2, m = I,. , M, 
wLa.0, m= l,..., M, qEJ:={l,..., Q}, ,F=F@. 
Output: Opt,e.r-MO 
there exists an index q* E 
to solve lex-MO location 
1. Find Opt,, with respect to 9 and A?, i.e. find all solutions of 
min max f.q(~). 
xE.Y C/E9 
2. Identify an index q* according to Theorem 3.2. 
3. Let .9:= OptMO and 2=2\{q*}. 
4. If $ = 8 or 1 Opt,,,,,1 = 1 then STOP else goto 1. 
The determination of an index q* has to be adapted to the problem at hand. Let 
us consider, for instance, 1/P/ l lypOl/Q - C,e,y_,Wo. The set of MO locations can be 
found as described above. Furthermore, it is known that the plane can be partitioned 
into cells, where the objective functions are linear, see [22]. If the cell partition of 
OptMo is known we can exploit linearity of the objective functions to easily check 
which of the objectives is constant on OptMO. 
The generic algorithm actually exhibits one important property of lex-MO locations: 
If the value of one objective function is known for an optimal solution (fq*(x)=~,tfo in 
this case) then only the remaining ones have to be considered for optimization where 
* 
fq (x) = zM0 is used as an additional constraint. This property is called reduction 
property in [4]. The same reference also shows that, together with the fact that lex-MO 
solutions are always MO solutions, the reduction property is characteristic for lex-MO 
optimization problems. 
3.3. Objective space upprouch: 1/Y/ l /d(Y, f ‘)/2 - Ch,o 
In one way, this approach is similar to the one in Section 3.2. First the set of Pareto 
locations is computed, albeit in this instance of a location problem without using level 
curves and level sets. But then the space of objective values is investigated to determine 
a MO location x~o. 
The network location problem which is used as an example to show the approach 
is defined as follows: 9 is an undirected graph with node set ‘/ and edge set 8. The 
Fig. 6. Distance between point Y = (r,t) on edge e : [II,. I;] and node r~ 1 
nodes are identified with the existing facilities and Q = 2 sets of non-negative weights 
W’ In’ wz,, m = 1,. ,A4 = 1 Vi are given. The edges have lengths I(e). The new facility x 
can be any point in the graph, i.e. either x = L: g V is a node or x = (e, t) lies on the 
interior of an edge e = [tli,ui] E E with distance 
d(~, 13) = min{d(c, vi) + t . I(e),( 1 - t)l(e) f d(r’,, v)} (3.5) 
to node II E V (see Fig. 6). Here d( I’, I’,) is the usual shortest path distance between 
nodes L’; and ~1. 
In order to compute Optpu,. we follow the solution strategy developed in [15]. 
I. Find for all edges e = [vi, t,] the set Optpa,. of local Pareto locations, i.e. points 
in e which are not dominated by any other point in e. 
2. Eliminate all local Pareto locations which are not globally Pareto, i.e. x t Opt,,,.(r) 
is dominated by some x’ E Opt,,,.(e’) with e’,e t 6. e # t”. 
Part 1 of the solution strategy is implemented by analyzing the functions ,f’(.u) and 
f“(x) where x = (e, t) is parameterized using t E (0, 11. Due to (3.5) 
is piecewise linear and concave such that the local Pareto locations are easily identified 
(see Fig. 7). 
The objective values (z’ ,z’) associated with the set of local Pareto locations are 
represented in the objective space where the interior part {(e, t): t’ < t < t2} (provided 
it exists) corresponds to a piecewise linear concave function. Hence we can implement 
Part 2 of the solution strategy by computing the lower envelope of the points 
A? = {(z’,*2): 2’ = f’(x) and z’ = f*( x an x interior local Pareto point ) d 
or 
Z’ >,f’(x) and z2 = .f‘*(_*_) and x E V locally Pareto}. 
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v,=W> tl v,=k 1) 
Fig. 7. Example of local Pareto locations: {c,,u,} and {(e,t): t’ < t < t”} 
P(x) = z’ 
Fig. 8. Example of the point set 4 representing the vector values of local Pareto points of five edges and 
its lower envelope (in bold). 
Using Hershberger’s algorithm (see [IS]) this can be done very efficiently in time 
bounded by O(/ $“IIBI log(l~S‘JI&l)). The set OptPar of (global) Pareto locations is then 
the set of points in G mapped into the lower envelope (where only the left-most point 
of each horizontal piece of the envelope is used). 
According to Theorem 2.2(c) it suffices to find in Optpa,. a location x with small- 
est MO value max{_f’(x),f2(x)}. This problem is easy to solve since the mapping of 
Pareto locations into 9 is known (Fig. 8). We just find the point in the set % (exclud- 
ing the redundant horizontal pieces) which is closest (with respect to the Tchebycheff 
distance) to the origin (z ‘,z’) = (0,O) (see Fig. 9). 
A generalization of this approach can be used to solve the same problem with 
Q single objectives, i.e. I/??/ l /n’( Y‘, 9)/Q - ChlO. The solution strategy of finding 
Opt,,,.(e) is the same as in the case of Q=2. The elimination of dominated local Pareto 
locations is done using two-variable linear programs (see [15]) applying Megido’s 
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algorithm [2 I]. Finding OptILl is then equivalent to solving a distance problem in Iwu 
with respect to the Tchebycheff distance. 
The same problem can be solved by a second objective space approach, which is the 
first step in a procedure to solve the lex-MO location problem I/<~,J l id( Y ,<q)/Q ~ 
C,C,.y_410 described below. Note that the objective functions ,f“’ are not quasiconvex 
here, so Theorem 3.2 cannot be applied and an index q” such that ,f’“-(.~) = -1\/() for 
all s E Opt,,,,, need not exist. In general the set of MO locations may be composed ol 
Q subsets with ,f’(~) = Z~TO, f”(x) # z,~/~~, j f Q. An approach as presented in the 
planar case would then lead to an exponential algorithm considering all permutations 
71 of ( I.. , Q). However, we will show that the problem can be solved efficiently by 
an objective space approach. 
As described in Section 3.3 the objective functions are concave on each edge of the 
network. In fact. they are piecewise linear with at most / ‘/ ‘1 breakpoints corresponding 
to bottleneck points, see [ 151. Therefore, on each edge, the objective functions can be 
determined in O(QI Y ‘Ilogl Y ‘1). 
Note that, due to (2.7) only edges possibly containing Pareto points have to bc 
considered in the following. We first solve the max-ordering location problem. 
A/~/~t~rr~lr 1. We compute the upper envelope of the objectives J’” on the edge 
[r,, rj], see Fig. IO. This can be done in 0( Ql Y 1 log (max / f 1, Q)) time, because there 
are at most Ql Y 1 line segments, see [18]. 
Proof. The lemma follows from concavity and piecewisc linearity of the objectiv:es. 
The (unique) minimizer of the upper envelope can now be found in 0( 1 Y ‘IQ) time. 
Finally, the at most 16’ candidates on the edges and the nodes have to be compared, 
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Fig. 10. Objective functions on an edge [II,, u;], upper envelope, and candidate n~,_~o([q, c,]) for a lex-MO 
location. 
i.e. their objective value vectors sorted and lexicographically compared. This requires 
O(Q log Q( lb/ + IV])). In total this approach requires 0( ICY/Q log(max{ /VI, Q})) ele- 
mentary operations. 
Approach 2. Since there exist at most 1%” breakpoints of the objectives on each 
edge (the breakpoints can only occur at bottleneck points, and these are independent 
of the specific weights), we can subdivide this edge into smaller intervals and solve 
min, max,fq(x) on each of these intervals, where all objectives are linear. This is 
equivalent to solving 
min z 
2 3 fY((e,t)), 4= l,..., Q 
t E [tittjl 
where 0 = tl d . . d tK = 1 and K < IV/. These linear programs in two variables can 
be solved in time linear in the number of constraints, i.e. O(Q), see [21]. Finding 
the smallest of the optimal solutions is not worse than 0(/9-l) and the compari- 
son of all the candidates is the same as in Approach 1. Hence we have a total of 
O(max{Q]V], ]&IQ log Q}) for this algorithm. 
4. Conclusions and further research 
In this paper basic results for lexicographic and Pareto location problems were re- 
viewed. Max-ordering location problems were introduced and some general results were 
proved. Three solution strategies, the direct approach, the decision space approach, and 
the objective space approach were shown to find the set Opt,,o of MO locations 
efficiently. 
An area of multicriteria location theory which is immediately motivated by this paper 
is one where vector-valued locations are subject to an additional norm. That is, we look 
for a location x such that 
W(-4.... f’“Wll 3. 
is minimized. MO problems are special cases of this, more general, model where 
the norm is the Tchebycheff norm. The objective space approach of Section 3.3 can 
obviously immediately be carried over to this more general approach. General results 
for these types of location problem are under research. 
Another topic is the determination of other location problems which have the reduc- 
tion property. As in lex-MO location problems in the planar case this property may 
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